
Along with the “500 years of press” slideshow presentation, the following information may be 
useful for Tuesday’s exam: 

1690 

America's first newspaper, Publick Occurrences, Both Foreign and Domestick, is published in 
Boston. The paper, able to fill only three of its four pages with text, suspends publication after 
one issue after drawing criticism from the colonial government. 

1769 

Isaac Doolittle of Connecticut builds the first printing press made on American soil. 

Dec 15, 1791 

The First Amendment to the United States Constitution, expressly forbidding Congress from 
making any law "abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press," is ratified. 

1823 

Jonas Booth invents a steam driven printing press, soon making the mechanical process of 
printing newspapers much more efficient and less costly. 

Sep 3, 1833 

Benjamin Day issues the first edition of the New York Sun, America's first "penny press" 
newspaper. The cheap paper, sold for a fraction of the cost of all earlier newspapers, soon 
attracts a much wider audience by catering to the interests of New York City's ordinary citizens. 

May 6, 1835 

James Gordon Bennett issues the first edition of the New York Herald, which will soon grow in 
popularity to become the country's most widely read newspaper. Bennett will introduce a number 
of innovations that will revolutionize the American news industry. 

Apr 10, 1841 

Horace Greeley issues the first edition of the New York Tribune. 



May 24, 1844 

America's first telegraph line, stretching from Washington, D.C. to Baltimore, officially opens 
for business. The instant long-distance communication offered for the first time by the telegraph 
will make it possible for local newspapers to offer timely coverage of far-off events. 

1846 

The United States Congress votes to award its printing contracts on a low-bid basis. Previously, 
these lucrative contracts have been distributed by the dominant party in Congress to loyal 
partisan papers as a form of patronage. 

1847 

Robert Hoe invents a four-cylinder rotary press. This press culminates more than twenty years of 
improvements to the rudimentary cylinder presses developed in Europe. Hoe's press is capable of 
printing 8000 pages per hour. 

1849 

The forerunner of the Associated Press (AP) is organized by a group of American publishers in 
order to acquire news information from Europe. 

1859 

The first baseball box score, very similar to today's version, appears in the New York Clipper. 
Devised by Henry Chadwick, the box score allows newspapers across the country to provide 
standardized and succinct summaries of baseball games to a growing national audience. 

1883 

Joseph Pulitzer acquires the New York World from Jay Gould for $346,000. 

1887 

William Randolph Hearst is named editor of the San Francisco Examiner by his father, George 
Hearst, the paper's owner. 



1895 

William Randolph Hearst acquires the New York Morning Journal. He will transform the 
Morning Journal into a penny paper, modeled after James Gordon Bennett's New York Herald, 
and rename it the New York Journal in 1896. 

1897 

The New York Journal, owned by William Randolph Hearst, publishes the first color Sunday 
funny papers. 

 


